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Abstract: The testing of the graphical user interface is very 

complicated and time-consuming job.  The complexity of the 

task came into existence when small changes are introduced in 

the software, and there is the need for regression testing. The 

most appropriate way to test the software for the possible states 

of GUI rather than relying on the randomly generated test suites. 

This paper focuses on reducing the time consumption of the 

testing the GUI using the hadoop environment with the help of 

event flow graph, and test cases generated using the guitar 

testing tool. From the result it can be observed that there is an 

exponential growth in the number of test cases as the length of 

the test sequence containing the events is increased. As the 

experimental setup defined in our study,  two virtual machine 

with hadoopunit. As in the testing we can execute only one test 

case at time so here two test cases can be executed concurrently. 

The maximum speedup that can be achieved is always less than 

2.0 but we are successful in reducing the time to approximately 

half as the speedup achieved is 1.96. 

 

Keywords: Graphical User Interface, Regression Testing, 

hadoop, hadoopunit; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Graphical user interface testing is the critical phase of 

testing. GUI is the essential part of the software under test. 

The GUI helps the new user to interact efficiently with the 

business logic of the system. The User at the front end of the 

software may or may not be an expert of the system. He may 

be a simple person with little knowledge about the technical 

details of the system. If there is a bug in the GUI, then this 

will give a negative impact on the reputation of the software. 

The most of the GUI application is in the form of web 

interface situated on the remote servers or standalone desktop 

applications. The testing of the GUI requires the generation 

of the test cases, implementation of the test cases and the 

result generation logs to record the output of the test oracles. 

The various testing techniques have been used in the past to 

generate the test cases which helps in the testing of the 

software. The most common technique of generating the test 

cases is using the random approach. In this approach, the 

various events are fired randomly. The fired events may be a 

valid event or maybe a false event. If an event is a valid event, 

the result obtained is recorded in the output repository. The 

output here refers to the correct result, the incorrect result 

(logical error) or a mismatch between the actual result and 

the expected result. The main advantage of using the random 

approach is the diversity in the test oracles generated by the 

system. Another idea is to generate the adaptive random test 
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case prioritisation to generate the test cases based on the 

coverage basis[15]. The study conducted by [24] concludes 

that the random test case generation seems a useful aid to 

jump start manual unit testing [24]. The process of the test 

case generation can be simplified to some extent if the event 

flow diagram has been used. It is a state-based finite state 

machine in which the numbers of states are fixed this reduces 

the invalid states that are the part of the test cases in as in the 

earlier case. Even though the finite state machines are used 

for testing the GUI still the main challenges that a tester has 

to face are listed below: 

1) A vast number of valid test cases are generated which are 

to be executed. 

2) The system under the test in case of web application/ 

Desktop application will be deployed on high-end 

servers/Desktops that are limited in number and have 

fixed communication cost for the clients or to the 

database engines. 

A large number of test cases generated must be tested to 

ensure the triumphant satisfaction of the user. The execution 

of these test cases will require a significant amount of time to 

do the task in an efficient manner it is necessary to divide the 

task into parallel jobs. The second issue is the testing of 

application using the client network will add the extra cost of 

communication, and this will affect the performance of the 

system. So for the quick processing, it will be better deploy 

the application on the same machines that have the 

associated data related to that application.  

II. BACKGROUND  

We have divided the study in three basic parts. In the first 

part we have discussed the Hadoop framework and in second 

section we have discussed the GUI testing tools and in third 

section we have discussed the hadoop. 

A. Hadoop Framework 

Hadoop is an open source software structure that uses the 

simple programming construct but enables distributed 

storage and data processing on the cluster of machines [5, 

30]. The two central pillar of Hadoop are: 

1) Hadoop Distributed File System 

HDFS is a Hadoop file storing system, which is used for 

storing and retrieving the data in a distributed environment 

along with the high fault tolerance and can handle a vast 

amount of data and very high speed. The main idea behind 

the HDFS lies, in fact, moving the computation cost less in 

comparison transferring a massive amount of data from the 

source to the site of 

computation.  
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HDFS also has the portable nature. The underlying 

architecture of the HDFS is just like master/slave 

architecture. Here the master is the referred as a NameNode. 

The NameNode is used for the management purpose which 

monitors the access of the files by the clients. The NameNode 

is performing all the necessary file system operations like 

reading, write, creating a directory and many other 

operations. Another primary task of the NameNode is to 

handle large files as they are spliced into blocks and are 

stored on data nodes. The namenode also handles the 

mapping of blocks to the datanode. The data nodes are 

responsible servicing the client request for reading and write 

operations and block management like replica 

creations/deletion as per the order of the NameNode. 

 

2) Map Reduce Programming model 

Map Reduce is a parallelization of the task done on a large 

number of machines which may not have a homogenous 

configuration or may have a different platform. Map Reduce 

can handle the failures in the nodes and communicates in 

such a way that the resources can be effectively utilized.The 

detailed diagram describing the Hadoop architecture is 

described in Figure 1. 

Fig 1. Describes the Hadoop Architecture 

 

 The Hadoop framework is widely used in the various 

applications of machine learning [7,11,14,18,23,29,32] and 

data mining [12,25,28].The applications are not only limited 

to the basic application, but not various models also can be 

used in various real situations like intrusion detection[21]. 

B. Hadoopunit 

The basic use of Hadoop unit is to perform the testing in the 

clustered environment and is capable of running JUnit test. 

The performance improvement of using the cluster for the 

testing has already being highlighted in past [27] .The main 

advantage of using the Hadoopunit is that it hides the 

complexities of the Hadoop administration like cluster 

management, job scheduling and resource allocation. This 

make easy for the tester to focus on the basic task of testing. 

The hadoopunit consist of 3 main component’s 

1) Test case extraction: This component of hadoopunit 

gathers and manages all the test cases that are required 

for the testing of the system. It basically contains the 

name of the test case a basic command line script that is 

used to execute the particular test cases. It corresponding 

key/value pair so that they can be successfully mapped 

into the hadoop environment. 

2) Map function: This function is responsible for performing 

the execution of the test cases in the hadoop 

environment. These test cases are executed in such a 

manner that two test cases when executing concurrently 

are on separate machines or execute on after another. 

The result obtained key/value pair and result are 

intermediary and are processed by the reduce function.   

3) Map function: This function is responsible for performing 

the execution of the test cases in the hadoop 

environment. These test cases are executed in such a 

manner that two test cases when executing concurrently 

are on separate machines or execute on after another. 

The result obtained key/value pair and result are 

intermediary and are processed by the reduce function.   

C. Review of various GUI Testing Tools 

Every GUI testing tool consists of three basic components 

that are agent, scripts and an IDE. The details of each of the 

following is discussed as follows 

 An Agent: It is the small frame work that is installed 

inside the system under test. This framework supports 

the testing of the system. 

 A Script or A Feature: There is requirement of set of 

instructions that are to be passed to the system for 

performing a particular task. These tasks are scripted in 

the different programming languages like Objective-C 

[8, 16], JavaScript [2, 3], CoffeeScript [4], or Cucumber 

[31] and this mainly depends upon the technology 

employed in the testing software.  

 An IDE: An IDE is used for executing the test cases and 

taking the record of all the activities and also helps in 

interaction with agent to perform the interaction with 

the components inside the system under test 

In practice, GUI testing tools use two significant approaches.  

In the first approach, the scripting languages like Selenium 

WebDriver are too used to generate the customized test cases. 

These manually designed test cases are then invoked by the 

program to generate the GUI events. A unit test case consists 

of method calls which programmatically invoke GUI events. 

The test cases when executed and are verified by the tester. 

As the manual scripting of the test case is a tedious job, so the 

tools based on another approach are called capture/record 

can be used. Examples of capture/replay tools include 

Selenium IDE7 and Quick Test Pro8. The various tools under 

the study are described below: 

1) Monkey: 

This tool is a random walking tool specifically designed for 

Android-based applications. There is no specific protocol for 

generating the test cases. Monkey is based on the random 

approach. Here the single instance of the application is used, 

and one by one different event is fired. It is the total 

automated tool and is helpful for the coverage test of the 

Android applications.  The major drawback of the Monkey is 

that the tool is incapable of generating the test cases 

according to the need of the tester.  
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As custom test cases cannot be generated this limits the uses 

the tool to test the android application for the specific types of 

error like crashes, session timeouts and credential error [6, 

26]. 

2) NModel 

The NModel tool basically works on the basis of the model 

specifications generated by the tester. The NModel tools were 

specifically designed for the testing of C# programs. The 

NModel tools are unable to read the layout of the GUI 

software directly. The main advantage of using the NModel 

is that the customized scripts can help in specifying the more 

accurate details of the software. The scripts are written for 

the testing are coded into model itself and can be directly 

used on the  scripting alternative allows for more precise 

model defination at the expense of scalability, as manual 

specifying a model correctly may take a great deal of time for 

non-trivial applications. With NModel, assertions can be 

coded into the model itself and applied during test execution 

as a test oracle. 

3) Quick Test Pro 

It is the proprietary tool. The tool has the capability of 

capturing the test cases automatically and also has the option 

to provide the scripts for the remaining tools. But the major 

drawback of this tool is that the tester is provided with 

limited customization. As the tool is proprietary the various 

platform versions are available [17].  

4) Selenium  

Selenium is basically used for the testing of websites. 

Selenium has the plug-in for the browser it has the support of 

various scripting languages for the testing web application. 

The major advantage of using the selenium is that it also has 

the support for the grid testing [17].  

 

5) Frank 

Frank has been used by Pete Hodgson for testing of iOS 

basically used native iOS app. It has used Cucumber and 

JSON scripts for controlling the application under the test 

from IDE. The main advantage of using the cucumber is that 

little knowledge makes it easy understandable to 

non-technical persons in the project. Frank was treated as the 

selenium for the iOS platform. Another major tool named as 

Symbiote provides the facility to use the web browser for 

handling the complete system under test. This gives the 

added advantage to the tool that the testing is done on the 

exact system for which the GUI is designed.  

6) KIF   

KIF was created by Square, the company that designs the 

Square credit card reader for the Android and iOS devices. 

The tool was designed for the automated testing even though 

the tool is similar to tool like Frank as it allows the tester to 

automate iOS GUI testing.  Tool uses the Objective-C built 

on top of OCUnit and does not uses the scripts language this 

provides better integration with iOS applications. The major 

disadvantage is the requirement of developer for the 

development of test cases. 

7) GUITAR 

It is free open source tool used for performing the testing of 

GUI.  It is a model-based approach. In the model-based 

approach uses the GUI flow from one state to another. These 

changes from one GUI element to another GUI element are 

usually known as the states. The transition from Graphical 

element generates the model. This model is usually a finite 

state machine (FSM). The main advantage of the 

Model-based exploration approach is that it utilizes the flow 

diagram, so it has the excellent coverage in comparison to 

random approach. The main drawback of this approach is 

that only the changes in the GUI will become the new states 

in the model[3] which invites the regression testing of the 

complete system even if only one change is introduced in the 

system[22]. 

8) Details of GUITAR Framework 

The GUITAR framework allows for the development of 

four primary tools. They are: 

 RIPPER: It is a tool used to perform the reverse 

engineering on the software under test with the help 

run-time states of the application. The resultant output is 

a structural model of the GUI application under test [19]. 

The result generated by the software is stored in an XML 

file. 

 Graph convertor: This tool uses the result obtained from 

the ripper as the input and generates the Event-flow 

graph(EFG) based upon the run times states of the 

application. The EFG of the software under test is stored 

as XML file but can be converted into a graph with the 

provided application tool which can be viewed with 

Graphviz tool [20]. 

 Case Generator: Again the Case generator used the event 

flow graph generated in the previous step as the input and 

generated the various cases of the various lengths as 

provided by the user. These test cases are stored 

separately in the XML files [10].  

 Replayer: As per the choice of the particular user set of 

test cases are executed, and the results are stored in the 

separate folder of user choice. 

After we have got the results of the test case, we can go 

through the expected results and obtained results to identify 

the faults in our system.  Figure 2 describes the various layers 

from top to bottom that is to perform to get the log files that 

can be used to identify the fault in the desired software under 

test. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

For performing the testing of software under test, we have 

configured a virtual machine with the configurations as 

described in table 1. 
Table 1: Describing the Configuration of the Hadoop environment 

 

S.no. Parameter Specification 

1 CPU Intel® Core™ i5-7200U @2.5 

GHz 

2 RAM 8 GB 

3 Software Virtual Box 5.2.2 

4 VM OS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 

5 JDK 1.8 

6 Hadoop Environment Hadoop unit 2.7 

7 Number of VM’S 2 

8 Number of Mapper and 

Reducers 

Two mappers and two reducers 
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The detailed configuration of the virtual machines used for 

the testing of the software using the hadoopunit is as follows. 

The machines have the 64 bit Ubuntu operating system with 

the base memory of 3096 MB. The video memory of 12 MB 

has been assigned to each of the virtual machines. 

 The both machines are communicating with the help of 

virtual network established between the two nodes for their 

effective communication. 

 

 
 

Fig 2.  Describing the various levels of tools in guitar that are 

executed to get the logs for analysis 

To test the performance of test case execution, we have taken 

the example of simple radio button application that contains a 

simple GUI. This is the example that has been referred in the 

Guitar manuals and in [22]. The GUI of the software under 

test is described in figure 3 given below: 

 
Fig.3. Describes the Snapshot of a Software under test 

A. Proposed Algorithm for performing the software 

GUI Testing 

Step 1: Run the GUI ripper on the software under test. 

Step 2: Create the Event Flow Graph. 

Step 3: Generate the Test cases by the test case 

generator. 

Step 4: Map the fixed number of test case based on their 

ids. 

Step 5: Reduce just stores the result of the test cases in 

the final repository. 

1) Running the GUI Ripper 

Before running the GUI Ripper, we have to provide some 

extra inputs to the tools so that it can identify what exception 

and terminations in the current system for which test cases 

are not to be generated are. This extra knowledge is to 

provide by the user. 

2) Creating the Event flow Graph 

The Event flow graph is a very helpful tool because without 

the event flow graph there will be many states that are invalid 

for testing this was the main disadvantage of generating the 

test cases with the random approach as it will lot of test cases 

that are actually invalid.  The event flow graph of the 

software under test generated with the help of reverse 

engineering is described in figure 4. From the figure 4 has 

been generated with the help of EFG.XML generated from 

the tree generated by the ripper. 

3) Generate the Test cases by the test case generator 

Once we have got the event flow graph now, we can use this 

graph to generate the cases of the specified sequence length. 

Each test case generated is a possible transition from the 

event flow graph. Each test case of the software under test is 

separate from the other entity, so they are stored separately in 

the different files by the test case generator. 

4) Map the fixed number of test case based on their ids 

Once all the test cases are generated the critical task is for the 

execution of these test cases. As there are a large number of 

test cases and each execution requires the interaction with the 

GUI, so it will be a very time-consuming process when done 

manually, even if done automatically it will require much 

time. As we can observe that there are a large number of 

possibilities of test case generation even for the simple 

application, this can be observed from the Event flow graph 

described in figure 4. In our proposed idea we have been 

mapping the test cases based upon their filenames which are 

the input for the replacer to execute the module. The results 

generated are stored separately by each of the mapper nodes.  

 
Fig.4. Describing the event flow graph of the software under 

test  
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5) Reducer 

The results from the mapper are transferred from the mapper 

to the reducer and the logs detailing the complete snapshot of 

the system is generated which is analysed by the expert to get 

fault-prone areas of the software. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

To test the performance of the software, we have generated 

the test case for the test sequence length n=2 to n=5. The total 

numbers of test cases generated are described in Table 2. It 

can be observed from the table that initially for n=2,  we have 

very limited number of test cases that are 237 as the size of 

test case increases exponentially  to 1719 at n=3.  On 

comparing the relation between the test cases we can observe 

that in every increase in the size of the test case the number of 

test cases are increasing by seven times. If the numbers of test 

cases are increasing exponentially definitely the time 

required to write these test case to the disk will also increase 

in that proportion. For the n=2 the process of writing the test 

cases to the disk requires very less time that was only 8 

seconds but in=6 where we have 645219 test cases the time 

required has increases significantly to 9105.  

 

Table 2. Describing the total number of test cases generated 

for different sequence number 
S.no. Length of 

the test 

suite 

Total number of 

possible sequence 

generated 

Time required to Write 

the test suite (Seconds) 

1 2 237 8  

2 3 1719 25 

3 4 12379 194 

4 5 89399 990 

5 6 645219 9105 

 

Fig. 5. Comparing the test case generate versus length of the suite 

From the figure 5, it is clear that as we are going to increase 

the length of the suite the complexity to for testing the 

software is also growing exponentially. As the numbers of 

test cases are increasing the time taken to generate these test 

cases is also going to increase. In our study, we have 

considered all the possible test cases because of the fact 

whenever the regression testing is performed all the possible 

test cases are necessary to execute for the satisfaction of the 

customer. The comparative chart showing the comparison of 

the time required to generate the test cases are described in 

figure 6. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Comparing the test case generate time versus 

length of the suite 

This time was merely required to generate the test cases for 

the system what is our objective is to reduce the time 

complexity of testing the system. This task is done with the 

help of the replayer tool of the guitar. Initial these test cases 

are stored on the HDFS. As our design, we can divide the test 

cases into 4 part as there are four mapper nodes and four 

reducer nodes. In the mapping phase, the specific test cases 

are picked at executed and in the reducing phase log files of 

each of the mapper are combined and placed on the disk for 

further analysis. 

 

Fig.7. Showing the comparison of the result obtained 

From the figure 7, we can observe that we can reduce the 

significant amount of time by concurrently running the test 

cases. The time is a very crucial factor for testing the 

software. As in the testing phase the software may have the 

changes at the alpha and beta level of testing and the feedback 

about the issue creates a pressure on the development team to 

respond quickly. If the team could respond quickly with the 

tested solution then the software team may not be sure to 

delivered product is functional properly. The executions of 

the test cases are taking huge amount of time of the machines. 

It can be noted that we required almost three days to get into 

the log reports of the results for the 89399 test cases. So in our 

study we have reduced our study to n=5 and skipped n=6 as 

the testing was done on the hardware that is need to run for 

more that 4 to 5 days which was not possible on the machine 

we are using. It can be observed that for n=5 that contains the 

test suite of 89399 test cases took only 1.2 day to complete to 

its counterpart sequential version which took 2.5 day. The 

performance can be further reduced by increasing the number 

of nodes because of the fact there is no interdependency in the 

test cases but still, some amount of extra time is devoted in 

writing the final logs by the reducer to the disk.  
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The study of the speedup achieved has been presented in 

figure 8. Speedup is the ratio between the times consumed by 

the application when executed in the serial mode to the time 

consumed by the same application in the parallel mode. 

According to Amdhal’s law[13] the maximum speedup that 

can be achieved is always having the upper limit of number of 

parallel machines employed. This is due to the fact that in any 

jobs there will be some dependent portion of the task which 

stops the parallelization [1, 9]. The equation 1 described the 

formula we have used for the computation of the speedup. 

 

versionparallelfortimeExecution

versionsequentialfortimeExecution
Speedup 

                         
  

In the figure 8, initially for n=2 we have very few test cases 

that are 237, here the execution time of the test cases is 

significantly very small even though the test cases are 

uniformly distribute to the two cluster but time required in 

other operations has affected the performance and the 

speedup achieved is 1.8. For n=3 this value has improved for 

n=3 having 1719 test cases to 1.94 similarly for n=4 having 

12379 test cases the speedup achieved is 1.95 and for n=5 

having 89399 test cases the speedup achieved is 1.96.  Here 

we can see that for 1719 test cases to 89399 test cases the 

increase in speed up is only by the 0.02. This is due to the fact 

the maximum speedup that can be achieved by this machine 

is fixed to less than 2 as the number of cluster or VMS 

involved are fixed to 2 with the single core. 

 

Fig.8. Describing the speed up achieved 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

From the results, it is clear that we can reduce the total time 

required for executing the test cases to almost half. As we 

have only two cluster nodes so the maximum speedup that 

can be achieved is limited to 2.0. From the results, we can 

observe that the maximum speedup achieved is 1.96. We can 

further improve the results if we can get a large number of the 

cluster on commercialized machines or in a cloud 

environment. In future, we are planning to implement the 

analysis of log files in the Hadoop environment to reduce the 

time required for the completion of the test cases. Further, the 

customization in the test case generation part is required to 

generate the separate test case and reduce the time required 

for test case generation even though this time is very small in 

comparison of the running of the test cases.  
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